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OFFERING
Pinpoint enables carriers to more
Leveraging the latest advances
intelligence, and privacy-safe data
enrichment, Pinpoint allows insurers to
better understand intentions, reduce
risks, and persuade people to take
positive actions.

PROBLEM BEING SOLVED
Pinpoint helps carriers predict more
accurately future behavioural risk and
works with insurers to enhance risk
personalize customer experience.

TECHNOLOGY
powered individualized behavioural
economic models of the adult US
population.
data-enrichment basis and also builds
scores are provided through batch

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
safe enrichment features in batch and in real time, as well as a suite of explainable data analytics with visualizations to show what
factors drive behavior.

be segmented into more psychologically homogenous clusters.

assumptions. Pinpoint models each person in dozens of dimensions; a given individual is like a combination lock with many dials –
to integrate this human individuality into predictive models, via interpretable traits, revealing what factors are driving business-critical
risk and engagement behaviors.

TRACTION/GROWTH
•

•
•
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How Pinpoint’s behavioural economicsbased predictive analytics are
revolutionising the future of insurance
Many insurance companies have embraced digital technologies, such
as automation and machine learning, these past few years. But with
predictive analysis and personalisation, Pinpoint Predictive aims to
predictions at the very beginning of the insurance value chain.

behaviour is most likely to happen next.’ Furthermore,
insurers can make better forward-facing predictions
by bringing individualised intelligence to the insurance
industry – something the sector has been lacking.
As Pinpoint CEO Scott Ham underscores, “For years
the insurance industry has categorised consumers
into segments without recognising the uniqueness of
individual differences in behaviour.”

Scott Ham,
CEO, Pinpoint

Avi Tuschman,
Founder & CIO, Pinpoint

Insurers have utilised predictive analytics for decades.
However, the field is more complex now than ever
before. While many carriers and MGAs have been
using dozens of variables when assessing the risk of a
policy, Pinpoint has brought to market individualized
intelligence powered by thousands of data points,
enabling clients to quantify future risk in real time,
with greater accuracy than ever before. This new
capability results in a more personalised and efficient
customer experience, and also creates significant new
savings.
While the use of cutting-edge behavioural predictions
in risk selection is still rapidly evolving, it is now
becoming more mainstream in carriers’ tech stacks.
For starters, it helps insurers to delve deeper into
the potential risks facing customers, and to answer
questions like ‘why is this behaviour happening’,
and leading ultimately to answer the question, ‘what

Predictive analytics essentially allows insurers to
convert data into valuable insights on customers
and markets. By using such insights, carriers can
accurately assess risk levels of different policies
that will then help how to optimally process and
route prospects and insureds. By collecting data via
multiple sources and designating the estimation
process to predictive analytics, insurers can pinpoint
trends and events that were otherwise harder to
anticipate. Moreover, analytics can also help insurance
companies reduce claims through preventive
measures. In fact, more than 60% of insurers stated
that predictive analytics helped reduce underwriting
expenses, according to Willis Tower Watson. Another
60% said that the additional insights gained from
predictive analytics increased sales and profitability.

Gaps in the traditional insurance market
The first step for legacy insurance companies is to
ensure they form strategic alliances with InsurTechs.
Ham said, “First and foremost, carriers must align
their strategies to take advantage of the new science
and tools being brought forward by InsurTechs like
Pinpoint. This alignment needs to be embraced by
the boardrooms and executive suites, not only by
technology and innovation groups.” Policy providers
must be willing to test and learn about these
new technologies and employ the right talent to
operationalise new efficiencies swiftly, he added.
Furthermore, the massive amount of unstructured
data continues to expand, making it a challenge for
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insurance firms as well as for underwriters, brokers
and agents. The abundance of data, albeit important,
can cause disruptions in a working process and
hinder assessment accuracy instead of assisting it.
As a result, it’s important to use technologies such as
predictive analysis to accurately assess risk levels of
different consumers.
In addition, consumers now demand more
personalised services and are more likely to switch to
a carrier that can better understand and meet their
needs. Insurers can use predictive analytics to focus
on the history and behaviour of loyal customers and
anticipate what their needs may be. Ham explained,
“Given the formidable advantages that better and
earlier risk forecasting entails, simply maintaining
a ‘fast follower’ mentality will lead to fast adverse
selection, decreased market share, and an inability to
compete. Tomorrow’s market-dominant carriers are
instead making this technology a top strategic priority
today.”

Why personalisation is priority for Pinpoint
Given the plethora of benefits predictive analysis
offers, it’s easy to see how the sector is getting
crowded. However, Pinpoint sets itself apart in the
area of people analytics by analysing thousands
of new data points per person to predict how
behavioural propensities impact risk and engagement.
Ham said, “When coupled with large volumes of new
and valuable data, Pinpoint’s deep learning AI works in
many ways like the human mind.”
The firm has developed on an industrial scale
AI-powered psychometrics — the mathematical
science of reliably measuring, validating, and
standardising individual psychological differences
including personality traits deeply rooted in the
human constitution. Ham said that psychometrics
can help insurance carriers analyse the future
risk propensities of individual consumers. While
traditional psychometrics have helped governments
and corporations mitigate risk in the past, these
data have been hard to attain – let alone at scale.
He added, “Some of the most powerful predictors
widely used at scale today, like credit scores, are just
a proxy for something much bigger. Traits like trust,
adventurousness, self-discipline and assertiveness are
predictors of human behaviour, impacting all areas of
the insurance process.”
Alongside predicting an individual’s future
perceptions, preferences and actions, Pinpoint
also allows insurance carriers to fully understand
how behavioural economics works, and to easily
individualize these data for use in risk assessment via
Pinpoint’s platform. Pinpoint’s research found that,
conservatively, 20-50%+ of predictive efficiencies are
left on the table without individualised intelligence
on the insured. “With individualisation, you’re not
categorising people into large buckets. Instead, you’re
drilling down to an individuals’ actual behaviour and

quantifying the probabilities of incurring future risk,”
Ham detailed. “Such individualisation is being used by
a few tech superpowers outside of the industry, and is
certainly fairer to the consumer than current methods
of assessing risk.”
Pinpoint’s analytics platform OnPoint leverages firstparty data, as well as thousands of new behavioural
footprint data points per person, all sourced in a fully
privacy-compliant way through its custom supply
chain. Clients begin by easily uploading their training
data, and the automated platform then returns
enrichment scores and explainable analytics within
only a matter of hours, explained Pinpoint’s founder
and CIO Avi Tuschman. “This enables retros that
quantify ROI and also reveal the factors that drive
specific human behaviours critical to carriers’ core
business,” he said. The platform then assesses how
likely a particular customer is to commit claims fraud
before a claim ever occurs, for example, or which
segments of a book of business are at risk for high
rates of mid-term cancellation. It also optimises frontend processes across distribution channels including
aggregators, agency book rolls, MGAs and brokers.
Tuschman highlighted that “In production,
OnPoint’s real-time API returns scores in under
150 milliseconds.” In addition to the intersection
of behavioural economics and AI, Pinpoint boasts
of collecting its own first-party and custom data
from credible and compliant sources, and providing
easy integration with insurers’ existing tech stacks.
“These factors have enabled the accurate modelling
of approximately 260 million US adults,” he said. He
said that Pinpoint’s content-personalisation tools
are already available in beta for a select group of
advanced marketing and CX teams.
Given that the global predictive analytics market
is expected to grow at a CAGR of 24.5% during the
period 2021-2026 according to IMARC Group, Ham
is bullish that predictive analysis will be the norm
in the coming years and the technology will enable
carriers make better informed business decisions.
Moreover, Pinpoint will “continue to bring significant
new value to the P&C industry over the near term
and long term,” he concluded, “The future holds great
possibilities for the company with regard to enhancing
the predictive power of its products, as well as
expansion into other lines of insurance.”

“
not categorising people into
drilling down to an individuals’
actual behaviour.”
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Using Psychometric AI to
predict customer retention

CSAA, a AAA Insurer, partnered with Pinpoint Predictive to enrich a large
sample of their auto insurance book of business with digital psychometrics. By
accounting
of 38% more true positives and 17% fewer false
negatives, compared with baseline performance. The psychometric data also
shed light on the motivations underlying customer defection, opening up
opportunities to further increase retention through early personalized
interventions.

Case study, with FTI Consulting

Pinpoint Predictive
3 E. Third Ave., Suite 200
San Mateo, CA 94401.
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